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Abstract

CAPTCHA (Completely Automated Public Turing Test to Tell Com-
puters and Humans Apart) is a completely automated program designed
to distinguish whether the user is a computer or human. As the problems
of Internet security are worsening, it is of great significance to do research
on CAPTCHA. The decoding of a website.s CAPTCHA means it may
suffer malicious attacks from machines so the robustness and practicality
of CAPTCHAS have become an important guarantee of safety for web-
sites.

This article starts from the recognition of CAPTCHAS, then analyses
the weaknessess in its design and gives corresponding recognition propos-
als according to various weaknesses, finally offers suggestions related to
the improvement of CAPTCHAS.

Firstly, this article briefly introduces the basic steps during the decod-
ing process and their principles including binarization, denoising, segmen-
tation and recognition. And during each step we choose methods which
are better adapted to the features of different CAPTCHAS images. Meth-
ods chosen are as followings: bimodal method in binarization, improved
corrosion algorithm in denoising, projection segmentation method in de-
noised image processing and SVM in recognition. Meanwhile this article
compares the recognition rate of SVM and an existing software OCR.

Then, in this article we demonstrate the detailed process through the
samples taken from the online registration system of ICBC, show the
recognition effect and correct the results according to the statistical data
in the process. This article decodes CAPTCHAS from three other large
banks in the same way but just provides the recognition results.

Finally, this article offers targeted suggestions to the four banks based
on the recognition effect and analysis process stated above.

Key Words recognition of CAPTCHAS, bimodal method, corrosion al-
gorithm, projection segmentation method, SVM, recommendations for im-
provement
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1 Introduction

With the rapid development of Internet, more and more enterprises, schools,
hospitals and even government departments are getting involved into the world
of Internet and our daily life heavily rely on the existence of the Internet. As
a result information security has become a serious issue. The CAPTCHA e-
merges in this case. Yahoo, Google and Hotmail all devote a lot to the design
of CAPTCHAs in order to improve the security of websites. Carnegie·Mellon
University and Palo Alto Research Center are doing related research.

CAPTCHA is a completely automated program designed to distinguish
whether the user is a computer or human. This kind of program must generate
and evaluate tests which humans can easily pass but the computers cannot.
Such requirement is itself a paradox because it means a CAPTCHA must gen-
erate a test it cannot pass.

CAPTCHA is an open question based on artificial intelligence. It chal-
lenges the researchers who are devoted in AI which not only includes security
researchers but also hackers so the CAPTCHA is a win-win-situation. If a
CAPTCHA cannot be decoded then there is no method to tell humans and
computers apart; if a CAPTCHA is decoded then an AI problem is solved.

The CAPTCHA works this way: the server-side generates random charac-
ters and stores them in memory (usually a web session object in the system),
then writes the characters into an image and sends the image to the browser-side
to display. The browser-side inputs the characters in the image and submits to
the server-side. If the characters submitted by the browser-side accord with
the characters saved in the session object the browser-side can continue else the
server-side returns an error massage.

The significance of CAPTCHAs
(1) Prevent bulk register and repeated posting. Take the Baidu post bar as an
example. When you post without logging in, you need to enter the CAPTCHA
and such requirement is meant to prevent large-scale anonymous replies.
(2) Prevent the password from being cracked by brute force. Your password
can be guessed out once your user name is disclosed if it need not to input a
CAPTCHA before logging in.
(3) Prevent others from using advertising software to release a lot of spam.
(4) Prevent malicious attacks against websites. Websites often suffer malicious
attacks from lawful client computers and one of the most common means is
identity spoofing. Attackers use the loopholes in the browser-side program or
implant script in the page through Trojans and then when the users log in these
scripts can secretly send requests to the server via http-post, or submit garbage
data or steal data and submit them to the server operated by attackers, or
execute operations frequently to consume server resources which may lead to
the reduction in website.s performance or even the collapse of the website. So
the use of CAPTCHAS in key parts can prevent the potential damages to the
server when lawful clients have been attacked in some extent.

Two properties required :
(1) Robustness. A well-designed CAPTCHA must be able to resistant to auto-
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mated recognition by machines.
(2) Practicality. A well-designed CAPTCHA must be able to be recognized by
humans easily.

2 Principles and programs

2.1 Basic steps in decoding CAPTCHAs

(1) Image acquisition
(2) Binarization
(3) Denoising
(4) Segmentation
(5) Recognition

2.2 Principles in each steps

2.2.1 Principles in binarization

Binarization, in simple terms, aims at turning the target areas into black
and the backgrounds into white so that it is easier to denoise and recognize.
First we need to set a threshold T according to the grayscale of the image and
turn the greyscale image into binaries image through a function defined as

y =

{
1 grey(x, y) ≥ T
0 grey(x, y) < T

(1)

(in the formula 0 represents black point and 1 represents white point)
The most common methods of binarization include: bimodal method, itera-

tive method, Otsu, region growing method etc.
Considering that the CAPTCHA image is unique, it is better to use bimodal
method to set the threshold. The bimodal method thinks that the image con-
sists of foreground and background. In the grayscale histogram, foreground and
background both form a peak and in the trough between the two peaks is where
the threshold lies.

2.2.2 Principles in denoising

In order to increase the difficulty in segmentation and recognition many
CAPTCHAs contain noise, so before segmentation and recognition we need to
denoise.

The most common noises include spot noise, thin noise, thick noise and block
noise. Methods commonly used to denoise include removal of isolated points,
corrosion and expansion, median filtering, connectivity denoising and Hough
transformation. CAPTCHAs of the online banks often contain spot noise and
thin noise which can be removed by corrosion algorithm. Original corrosion
algorithm will cause a significant loss of character information and inconvenience
for the recognition followed because the CAPTCHA image contains very low
pixels.
In this regard we make corresponding improvements: scan the four adjacent
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Figure 2.2.1.1: Greyscale image and grey level histogram of CAPCHA

Figure 2.2.1.2: image after binaryzation–T=50

points of the target point, if the up point and down point (or the left point and
right point) are both white point then we decide that this point is a noise point
and remove it. And we can scan the target area for many times without causing
damages to target area.

Figure 2.2.2.1: Image after improved denoising

2.2.3 Principles in segmentation

In order to handle the characters in the image respectively we need to seg-
ment the treated image. There are several methods of segmentation include:
projection segmentation method, region growing segmentation method, the re-
gional aggregation method and watershed segmentation method. For images of
small inclination and low adhesion, projection segmentation is better.

Scan the image by column in units of pixel and cumulate the number of
pixels whose pixel value is zero to form the histogram of this column. Generally
we consider that the area between a peak and a trough is a separate character.
We can set a segmentation threshold and define the column whose statistical
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value is below the threshold as the dividing line. After having decided the left
and right boundary of the character, we can conduct a horizontal projection to
limit the character into a smaller area.

Figure 2.2.3.1: Vertical projection of image

Figure 2.2.3.2: Image after vertical projection segmentation method

2.2.4 Principles in recognition based on SVM

SVM, namely support vector machine, is a machine learning method tar-
geting at constructing an objective function to separate two modes as far as
possible based on risk minimization principle. If there is a hyperplane which
can completely distinguish training samples, we call it linearly separable, oth-
erwise it is linearly inseparable. SVM analyzes linearly separable cases and
for linearly inseparable cases we usually use nonlinear mapping algorithm to
transform linearly inseparable samples from low-dimensional input space into
high-dimensional feature space so that they are linearly separable. This enables
us to analyze the nonlinear features of samples linearly using linear algorithm
in high-dimensional feature space.

For multi-classification problems, we can establish classifiers between every
two classes from M classes, altogether M(M-1)/2 classifiers. When we identify
which class x belongs to, we use voting method, category with the most votes
is considered the final classification of x.

The SVM algorithm classifies and extracts models through training of small
samples. Furthermore, it uses the model extracted and the input data to predict
and eventually find the category, namely recognition.
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2.3 Implementation process

Figure 2.3.0.1: Implementation process1

2.3.1 Example of ICBC

a.Features of CAPTCHAS from ICBC
(1) No thin noise
(2) Dark background (no need to gray)
(3) Consistent font
(4) Tilted characters (with different inclination angles )
(5) No adhesions
(6) Fixed position of CAPTCHAS
(7) Characters.position closer to the top of the image
(8) 4 characters in each CAPTCHA image
(9) Frequency statistics of each characters (100 samples)

letter A B C D E F G H I J K L M
frequency£%¤ 15 17 16 20 13 25 0 13 20 20 13 0 0
letter N O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z
frequency£%¤ 28 0 22 0 19 0 22 16 19 0 20 14 0

Table 2.3.1.1: Frequency of all letters

number 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
frequency£%¤ 0 0 0 12 12 0 21 16 11 0

Table 2.3.1.2: Frequency of all numbers

b.Recognition process of ICBC CAPCHA2

£1¤Extract CAPCHA image£png¤
£2¤Transform the storage format£png→ jpg¤
£3¤Binarization(bimodal method)

Judgement: further denoising is required.
Annotation: Based on the features of ICBC, if we choose OTSU method or iterative

method, we do not need to denoise the image, the effects are shown below:

1Here the binarization, denoising and recognition are all conducted through different meth-
ods showed in the brackets and their effects are compared. In addition, if not necessary, the
process of denoising can be omitted.

2Here takes bimodal method in binarization process as an example.
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Figure 2.3.1.1: Original picture of CAPCHA

Figure 2.3.1.2: Image after binaryzation

£4¤Denosing3

〈1〉 The process of denoising can be divided into two parts: removing image
boundary and removing noise points.
〈2〉Judgment criteria of spot noise :if the 9 pixels surrounding the current point
except the current point itself are all white, we call it a noise point(definition of
black dot:grey level<30).
〈3〉 Triplicate the denoising step can lead to a relative good result see figure2.3.1.4.

£5¤Segmentation
〈1〉Use projection method
〈2〉Definition of black dot:dots with grey level under 8(from experiment)
〈3〉Threshold k(the number of black dots in each column)set as 1(see figure2.3.1.6)
(setting form experiment, if k is too large, it will cause character being truncat-
ed)
〈4〉The left boundary conditions: the current column sum is equal to or less
than threshold k, and the next column sum is greater than k(from experiment)
〈5〉 The right boundary conditions: the previous column sum is equal to or
greater than threshold k, and the next column sum is less than threshold k.(from
experiment)
〈6〉The current threshold k is quite strict, may cause a small portion of charac-
ters cannot be separated (see figure2.3.1.8).Thus we segmented the figures for
the second time. Examine the result of last step, if the length of separated
figure is preternormal, we directly segment the figure from the middle, the rest
pictures move backwards in order(see figure2.3.1.9)
〈7〉The rate of failure on segmentation(split one character into two(see figure2.3.1.11))

3Only appears as examples. Actually we choose Otsu but not bimodal method because
Otsu can omit the denoising process

Figure 2.3.1.3: Leftµimage using OTSU denosing method Rightµimage after
iterative denosing method
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Figure 2.3.1.4: Image after denosing

is lower than <5%
〈8〉Failing characters (of all 400 characters )£see figure2.3.1.13¤,/u0£see
figure2.3.1.15¤,/d0and/p0

Figure 2.3.1.5: Before segmentation a

Figure 2.3.1.6: Threshold value k=1,image after segmentation A–succeed

Figure 2.3.1.7: Before segmentation B

Figure 2.3.1.8: Threshold value k=1,image after segmentation B–fail

£6¤Recognition£see table2.3.1.3¤
〈1〉OCR recognition
〈2〉Effective analysis of OCR recognition£see table2.3.1.4¤
〈3〉Amendment based on effective analysis of OCR recognition
Simple amendment

According to the statistical data of ICBC, it is easy to see that these CAPCHAs

4errors with mark* occur more than once
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Figure 2.3.1.9: Image after twice segmentation of A –succeed

Figure 2.3.1.10: Before segmentation C

Figure 2.3.1.11: Failure of segmentation C

Figure 2.3.1.12: Before segmentation D–letter n

Figure 2.3.1.13: Failure on segmentation of letter n D

Figure 2.3.1.14: Before segmentation E–letter u

Figure 2.3.1.15: Failure on segmentation of letter u E
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Recognition rate before segmentation 55%
Recognition rate after segmentation 14%

Table 2.3.1.3: Recognition rate of OCR

do not include capital letters or punctuation, thus we can deal with the pictures
with rudimentary improvement: transform the capital letters in the result into
lowercase letters.

However, we also noticed that this transformation is only effective when it
happened to letters whose uppercase and lowercase is similar to a certain extend
such as y→Y,c→C,v→V,i→I,j→J. In other situation, this process will cause er-
rors.
Careful amendment
step 1:Remove single and double quotes
step 2:Do the following conversions:L→x§A→x,Q→a
step 3:Revise the result according to the transformation table£table2.3.1.5¤5

step 4:Repeat the simple amendment
Corrected result and analysis

After the amendment above, we raised the recognition correctness rate to
55%(table2.3.1.6).Tough the correctness beyond the current samples would be
lower than 55%, we do not create errors through whole amendment procedure
and thus increase get a better result than just use simple amendment.
〈4〉SVM recognition

5Transformation table is the result of statistic analysis on current 100 samples, and can only
amend result in the following situations:A.transfor one character to two characters B.contain
capital letters c.appear letters that is not used in the website"Errors beyond situations above
can not be corrected.For example:recognize letter i as letter j.

Character c U p n 7
Recognition
Result

e*,t,(,C, 1t,tr,o*,ll,LI d*,0,f,l7,I7 rr,ti,r7*,f7,t7*,o,tl*,fl,rt 1*,I,?,lr

Character f H j i 3
Recognition
Result

t*,r, r,/,l7,tj,tl,//,lj I*,J 1,j,J ?

Character 8 v a 6 e
Recognition
Result

B /t,/l*,V Q b*,d (!

Character b x 4 d up
Recognition
Result

h*,0,/D*,tD I,k,A*,y*,v,/,y,l(,Y S,q,<1 7 a*,ct,cf*,(t*,c/,(l,(;f,(/ l/0

Character k t y r
Recognition
Result

/e,i(,t(*,/v,& r,T v*,Y,j v

Table 2.3.1.4: Table of recognition errors4

Recognition rate before simple amendment 14%
Recognition rate after simple amendment 22%
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ll→u/h 2L→a tJ→h r7→n fl→n i(→k I→j
Ll→u lo→p tl→h/n 7 t7→n/d rt→n l(→x ?→3/7
LI→u //→h 0→p/b f7→n A→x <l→4 lr→7
Lr→u lj→h o→p/b/u/n ri→n /→x s→4 1→7/i

l7→h/p/a/n tj→h i7→p r)→n t(→k q→4 (→c/b
ci→d (/→d (!→e es→8 (t→d (l→d /<→k
c/→d (I→d /t→v Qf→d Q→a &→b/k L→x
ct→d (f→d /l→v tD→b cf→d (i→d

Table 2.3.1.5: Transformation table£OCR recognition result → revised result
A/ revised result B¤

Recognition rate
before amendment

Recognition rate af-
ter simple amend-
ment

Recognition rate af-
ter careful amend-
ment

14% 22% 55%

Table 2.3.1.6: Recognition result after careful amendment

We got 400 segmented characters figures after processing 100 sample ICBC
CAPCHAs.But after we abandoned the failing characters, there were only 368
characters that are available for SVM training. Then we use uniformized the
size of all the 368 pictures in order to obtain unified image pixels matrix.
Statistical study showed that these characters can be divided into 23 classes,
i.e. j,x,p,u,6,t,n,a,I,r,y,d,h,4,e,b,c,f,3,v,7,8.Class label of each class is marked as
number 1to 23.Using Libsvm3.17 in Matlab, we train the 368 characters and
generate the model, then use function svmpredict to predict the input testing
characters then get the predict label, namely, the result of classification.

We then select 30 CAPCHAs randomly for prediction with above-mentioned
method. The result shows in Table2.3.1.7.

Recognition rate of single character Recognition rate of whole image
67.5%£81/120¤ 20%£6/30¤

Table 2.3.1.7: SVM recognition rate

2.3.2 Results of the other three websites

We use similar method to deal with the other three websites, and the result
is as Table2.3.2.2§2.3.2.3.

OCR recognbition
rate before segmen-
tation

OCR recognbition
rate after segmen-
tation

SVM recognition
rate

8% 11% 18%

Table 2.3.2.1: Bank of Communications
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3 Suggestion

In fact, not only the four websites but also the other major banks in China
have serious problems on CAPCHA and with some simple tools we can easi-
ly recognize quite a number of them. Furthermore, if we also combine more
advanced tools such as machine learning or clustering analysis with current
method, we can even reach a better result.

To help the four banks becoming safer, we conclude the experiment above
and come to several suggestions that are in common use among many websites
based on the recognition process of the 4 banks:
1)Vary the position of CAPCHA can make it more difficult for attackers to ex-
tract it.
2)Vary the fond of characters will decrease the effectiveness of machine learning.
3)Unfixed number of characters in each CAPCHA will also increase the difficul-
ty in locating the characters and segmentation.
4)Complicate the background by adding interferential characters can confuse
the automatic recognition.
5)Use multilayer noise, especially line noise.
6)Curve noise may have better effect on counterattack.
7)Use different types of CAPCHA in one website will increase the safety factor
of website
8)Add more overlap, adhesion or projection overlap to make it difficult to seg-
ment correctly.
9)Increase the frequency of certain letter who are more likely to be segmented
falsely.(These letters can be concluded through sample recognition, and vary
from website to website).
10)Use other small characters as noise ,and only ask the user to imput the large
letters.
11) Increase the frequency of certain letter who are more likely to be recognize
falsely, especially those who can hardly be recognized through correction of er-
rors. Take ICBC as an example, these letters are:x)y,x)v,f)t,i)j,y)v,b)h,a)d.
Besides, these letters have certain similarity among different websites.

Of course, deeper exploration is needed for practicing these suggestions on
CAPCHA design while human could still be able to recognize it.

OCR recognbition
rate before segmen-
tation

OCR recognbition
rate after segmen-
tation

SVM recognition
rate

20% 10% 21%

Table 2.3.2.2: China Construction Bank
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OCR recognbition
rate before segmen-
tation

OCR recognbition
rate after segmen-
tation

SVM recognition
rate

38% 37% 24%

Table 2.3.2.3: Bank of China

4 Conclusion

Automatic recognition rate of effective CAPCHA should be lower than
1%.Considering we already got 20% or more of it through our recognition pro-
cedure, it is apparent that the safty factors of these websites are very low.

Apart from that, we also show the detailed procedure of practicing the
method as well as the solution of problems which might be encountered through
whole procedure.

Finally, we offer some suggestions to the 4 major websites respectively so as
to help them realize the danger of current CAPCHA and make targeted changes
to the CAPCHA and then form a safer online trade environment.
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